HOOD SHIELD
INSTALLATION and CLEANING
I - Sheet Number STMPDBF77 Rev.A
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Carefully raise hood.
Using a 10 mm socket remove (6) nuts from the back of the grill that attach the top of the grill to hood.
Unsnap (4) fasteners along the bottom of the grill. (See detail below.)
Lower the hood slightly, and carefully remove the grill off the hood and set aside. (See detail below.)
Clean the leading edge of the hood with a soft cloth.
Expose 2 inches (5 cm) of tape liner on each of the flanges of the hood shield. Ensure that free ends of tape are accessible.
Align hood shield with hood edge. (See detail below.)
Remove remaining tape liner by pulling on free ends. Press firmly on flanges to ensure adhesion of tape to hood surface.
Carefully set the grill back into place on the hood. The hoodshield should be BETWEEN the grill and the hood.
Secure the grille to the hood by snapping the (4) previously removed fasteners back in place on the bottom of the grill. 		
Replace (6) previously removed nuts to secure the top of the grill.
Fender Protector Installation: With the hood still raised, use an 8mm socket with extension to remove (3) nuts used to 		
retain the passenger side headlight.
Carefully disengage the headlight assembly. Close hood and perform a trial fit, positioning hood shield to allow a 1” gap 		
between edge of hood shield and the closed hood. (See detail below) Repeat Steps 5-7 above to attach the eyebrow hood		
shield to the fender.
Raise hood, and reinstall the headlight assembly. The hoodshield should be BETWEEN the fender and the headlight assembly.
Close hood. Apply (4) bump ons to hood and fender surfaces.
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IMPORTANT: Before driving, ensure the hood shield is properly secured to vehicle. Clean with a SOFT cloth and soap and water ONLY! Using abrasive
cleaners, chemicals, or solvents will VOID the warranty on this product.
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